
Live Transmission
of the Arrival Data

The data of each clocked pigeon is  
immediately transmitted onto the  
Website. All trainings and races are 
shown and can be viewed all over the 
world, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week!

Live Comparison
between all fanciers

In the first time of pigeon sport it is  
possible to compare your arrival times 
of your pigeons instantly with all your 
club members and/or every fancier in 
the world! So it´s possible to match your 
results against any other pigeon fancier 
of the world

Highest 
Manipulation protection

BENZING Live! is equipped with an 
intelligent, patented time comparison 
system. 3 completely independent 
times are compared every 10 minutes! 
Also the GPS coordinates are sent to 
the server. This ensures that the clock 
always remains in the same loft.

The Future of Pigeon Sport is Online!
Pigeon Sport at its latest generation.
The new BENZING Live! starts the future of pigeon sport. For the first time, all the data of the clocked pigeons can be  
immediately on the website www.benzing-live.com. The results are available immediately and can be queried from 
anywhere in the world. With BENZING Live! pigeon fanciers can follow the arrival times of their own pigeons live and  
compare them with the data of other fanciers’ pigeons anywhere in the world. BENZING Live! keeps the traditions of pigeon 
sport alive, but revolutionises the technology.

BENZING Live! is delivered with a SIM card similar to those of a cell phone. As soon as the device is connected, one 
can register and gain access with a personal password – safely and conveniently. Neither an internet connection nor a  
complicated pre-installation are required.

BENZING Live!
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Live Transmission of the Arrival Data 

The data of each clocked pigeon is immediately transmit-
ted to the www.benzing-live.com website. All training flights 
and races are shown and can be queried at any time. With  
BENZING Live! it is possible for the first time to compeed 
oneself against any other pigeon fancier via the Internet. 

Live Comparison between all fanciers

For the first time of pigeon sport it is possible to compare the 
arrival times of your pigeons directly with other Live users in 
your club or worldwide!

Results can be Queried from Anywhere in the World

BENZING Live! offers the opportunity of querying all the  
results of clocked pigeons. No matter where or when the  
arrival occurred, the arrival data can be compared anywhere 
– 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Perfect Support

In the event of questions, answers and support are quickly 
available.

GPS Coordinates

The GPS coordinates of the loft can be queried online and 
can be compared with the data available to the club.

Highest Manipulation Protection

BENZING Live! is equipped with an intelligent, patented time 
comparison system.
Three completely independent times are compared:

As soon as differences between these times occur, it is  
signalled on the website. Every ten minutes, BENZING Live! 
sends an update with the current times to the server. The GPS 
coordinates are also sent for time comparison purposes. This 
ensures that the clock always remains in the same loft.

There is no time binding. Every pigeon fancier can decide how 
long he or she wants to use BENZING Live!.

Statistical Analysis – Pigeon Charts

Benzing Live delivers rapid valuable statistical data  
concerning your pigeon’s performance. All racing and training 
flight dates are shown in graphical form. One glance suffices 
to show how the pigeon has developed.

BENZING Live
The Future of Pigeon Sport is Online


